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1. Introduction. :.pniposesi: and structure paper

"14-genera/. can be conceived- as: ,a; study of chanite.,,,

A. historian is° 4tteteStect,i.U.-Pelittcei- sociological, zideolatieel;featets,-that;
shape- the "histerY, ,fat-;aS 'theYi:are .reSpOnaikle.'tor liiatoridel -change*:
'She study of_ the History of; edudation,:i* particular inVolVei,, eMong-Other
*tableMs-, the study 'of. the dissemination and ,iMP,leMtntatiOn,of edn-,
c*gioriat fc*,-#:nation"wide school, system, 'ot ,neW-

;

.

Since 'the -beginning .cii,.*0:'.1.960's we -See that edneattaniete,,
specialists- in-.OrganisatiOndeVelOPMent 'have:cOndUCted -studies order

get insights ,iUto-. ireaeSee-f ***or*, and in education.
Girdled iahaerVed,. ddring,,the,).9.60' -1.0nOizatipn,wci' the .name.e.f;,the' education

tail* 1:44* i4) "! ;Otiring his.PeriOd and,eienoday,.. -
increasingly, .cOMPleii ,IPparatua, tOth.-natiOnal-,and,-internati.enal was Set' up to

Create and -disSeminate, net4apProachea- to *hooting., According, tO4hiteaide.
there Was.* that i`f.sie..a. '!41!y: loot of consensus among; educational ,OPiniontMaicerS

on the need for change, ithere,;',was also -.-and still continues -tO be - a, wide
variation_ in the scOp-e-, Of. the :Change .aimed at.., the alternatiVes .proposed ranged_

. all the way from IeaVing, -the present liChool-, vireuallY4ntact as an institution
_'but-with much- revision in .initructiek..to 'replacing completely.
the school with new arrangements for education with or without some form of
compulsory edUdition (Whiteside, .4978, p. -I 4=15) .

Along. with the increasing, = interest for change, and innovation in educationl
.settings, one can obserVe- an increase in research projects and the publi.9ation of
review articles of 'high:041.ty. (GiacqUinta, 1973; &- Pomfret, 1 9? ;

F411a02 M. les ETTifyTor, G. ,_-'1.91.30) Mae- rettiewS; ettlateetrid. Jame
teseareh,--pakis Provide-a. background for -bUilding up an analytical

frameworic -fOr the r,study of 'Change and ,innovation in education. The main purpOse

addreaS'preaented,-et ,the -International, Standing :Conference on the
Iltittory Iducation,;24th ,September .1986, in Jablanna, Poland.

-



ofhis piker is to develop ,an analyticalframework in order to understand

-better, in a dynamic way, how changes take place in our schools (and also

in the classrooms). In other words : firstly we will try topresent some of

the basic Assumptions, that have to be considered when one likes to analyse

the process of change; secondly rather than developing another hypothetical

model of change, we'have the intention to present the basic dimensions and

thatfactors that we have to take into account in order to understand "innovations

in education*.

1--

In working out a framework for the study-Of change and innovations in education,

we will consider the two following assumptions about the process of educational

change. The fiist one is that the extent of real change or the degree of imple-

loentation and incorporation of an innovation in any school's organization and the

way and speed with which it occurs, depends upon mulErkle factors. The basic fac-

tors will be desckibed and elaborated. The-second assumption is that the process,

of change can be conceptualized as a three stage process. According to Giacquinta,

to change a school in-a successful way, we have proceed upon three basic stages :
and incorporation

initiations of the innovation, implementationlas a stable part of the organiza-

tional structure (Giacquinta 1973, p. 179). In more recent g.:blications, imple-,

mentation has been conside'ed as the core stage. Questions as : what is the nature

of implementation; why study implebentation and how can we measure the degree of::

implementation are very relevant ones (Fullan & POmfret, 1977; Jane Roberts, 1974

The paper is, set up around these two assumptions. After a short analysis of some

definitions and distinctions, we will give a description of the three stages

and_fotus our attention on the determinants of the implementation,process.

proceding in that way we,-hope to giire an overview-or the most recent trends

in the research on innovations in education, and we doe hope that member;-of a

"Society for the study of the history of education" will be able to formulate

some consequences for their own specific research work.

2. Analysis of some definitions and distinctions

Until now, we have used terms as "change", "educational change", "educational

innovatione interchangeably.-At-this moment a lot of-terms-and-definitions
.

are used. Starting to make a distinction between "reform" and "innovation",
4/e

will afterwards try to Concentrate on two important aspects of educational reforms

and innovations and poroVe the importance of our second assumption (see point 1) in-

-Which we suggested that the implementation r stage is the central one



In a paper for policy-people, Sack quotei Kluchnikov whosuggests that

educational reforM is "an .internal part of the social transformation and
c---

-Comprises,Major changes in educational poliCies4-invoiVing mayor changes in

a nation's educational objectives, normatives and'structUres. An educational

reform is a system -wide phenomenon whiCh may have repercussions beyond the

'educational system itself. Tn other words, the idea of educational reform

tends to be linked to broader ideas of societal change or, at least\.of bett7r

systems maintenance at a societal level (Sack, 1979 p. 2). Secondly, an

educational reform is generally initiated by the decision-making center of the

educational system, thirdly, in the evaluation of an educational reform we

find that environmental factors (social, economical and political) are consis-
t

tently, presented as playing an. essential role in the evaluative understanding

of areform (Sack, 1979, p. 3). Arid fourthly-the description of the educa-

tional reform is generally restricted to some general aims and objectives and

can be found in the official documents of the Ministries of Education. These

documents contain no comments or suggestions on the processes and methods by

which the objectives are to be realized.

..Applying these four characteristics, we can say that the comprehensive school

in Sweden, the so-called "middle-school" in the Netherlands and the Renewed

Secondary School in Belgium can be conceived as reforms. In these three cases

we find as a general aim, the democratisation of the system in order to

reduce social, regional and sexual inequalities in the social systemick,1979,p.X.

Looking at these and other general aims, we,candiscerd a conception of the

irelationship between education and society...

! On the other hand, "innovation" is a term very often-used in publications.-

. Comparing innovation with reform, we can in fact say that A.reform consists of
-.,

a bundle Of innovations. In order to implement the Renewed Secondary Schools

in Belgium, the schools and the teachers have to
the present

pupils which differs a lot from.). self-contained

accept and to use another evaluation system; new

implement a system of grouping

classrooms; teachers have to

curricula and materials have

to be introduced; new forms of cooperation between teachers are necessary; for a

number of activities the school and the teachers are dependent on an external

support' structure, etc... Looking at this examples we can say that compared with

a reform, innovations (in an educational setting) are more limited in scope; we

--;-_-:Z'an-conc-eiVe-ihrievations as attempts to improVe or change selected aspects of the

educational system, of the functioning of a school and of Ehe teaching activities

,,of teachers. Secondly, some of the so- called innovations are initiated by a

central policy body; others are created by schools or a group of teachers. One

can even observe that the'same innovation is implemented in very different ways.
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Thirdly, according to Sack, without ignor.ing external or etwironmental

fiators, thesaVailable studies on educational innovations tend to be more

concerned with actors within the educational system (or-within the scheol)-bi-lai,.1
are technically relative to the innovation in question and the piocesses.of its

application (Sack, 1979, p. 4). Fourthly - and this is important - those who

study the life of educational innovations are interested in an understanding

of the processes by which an innovation is :Initiated, implemented and incor-

porated. Planners and policy-makers on the macro-level appear to concentrate on

the general aims and the relationship of these aims with the future deveinOrhent

of the society Researchers and change agents interested in innovations appear

to concentrate on the process-side of a change in an educational .setting and

on the factors which determine the quality of the process.

Although the distinction between "reform" and "innovation" has.a limited value,

we can accept the fact that a reform is related to newnew idea, a new development

of a pole school system in relation with the-economic, soci:1 and political

development ora nation. In other wordi a reform appears to be situated on the

macro-level. Studying the course of an innovation means ,,elaborating the

relationship between the charSerPristics of an Into ation and the reactions of

an individual teacher and of the parents; it also mans air investigation of the

consequences of an innovations for the grouping of t chrs and the introduction,

of new-departments. It means the study of the conseq.dences

of an innovation for the daily activities of a teacher in his or her classroom.

The study of the initiation and the,implementatiori of an innovation is aituated

on the meso- and micro-level.

t
The distinction between "reform" and "innovation" leads to a theme which is

basically important for the understanding of a trend in the research on into-
,

vations in education. In most countries we can observe that the.general policy

plans on change and reform of the educational system are generally silent on the

processes and methods by which the objectives are to be realised by the schools

and by the (individual) teacher. In other-wordsc -tbe policy Takers are in. the

first place interested in the formulation of the aims and in the explanation of

the value of thb proposed refori. They are far more less interested it the pro-

cess of a real implementation. But again_and again studies of "educatiotal into-

. vations have observed that there is a real gap between-the-ideaszof-the 'hew
!1!.0

educational revolution' and the blue-print of a reform on the one hand andthe

daily reality in the school and in the classrooms. In his study of the elementary

school in the U.S.A., Goodlad concluded that few of the most widely recommended

educational ideas and practices have found their way into the classroom (Goodlad

et al;,' 1970). Also In relation to the USA,Lortie observes that it is paradoxical



1.that'altho'gh in recent years millions have been spent on educationardevelopr
.

. I
merit, the quality and quantity of repo;ting-on school. activities remains serioutlyt;

-inadequatel-(Lortie,.1975, p. '21'4) In a *repott-on he implementation ,of.

-ESEA Title I - which'is a part 'f the so-called kand'Studtes's= Milbrey Wallin

McLaughlin, maket the observation that the passage of ESEA Title I embodied

not only the high hopes of reformers, but also. an implicit challenge to the .

nation's school system. Title I implied that current practices are inadequate

and that the schools were given,the assignment of self-renewal. However, almott

a-decadi after the passage of Title I, the general verdict is that educators

have not successfully met that challenge - that Title I has "failed" as an

instrument of national policy. Without exception,- the national evaluations-of

Title I, have been unable to identify how participation in Title I programs

or the expenditure of title I funds have affected target children (Milbrey

WalLin,McLaughlin,-1976, p: 397-390..

In 1979-'80 we.had the opportunity to.set up on evaluation study on some aspectt-

Of the Renewed Primary School in Belgium. The innovation of the Primary School
,

started in 1973 -'74 in a limited number of schools; in the following years others:

schools joined the experimental- group. After seven years, we could Observe that

in many cases nothing. had changed; in other schools innovationsrs ndi vi duali zed

readihg instruction" and ''the- integration of the preschool education in the

elementary school" had been implemented in various wayt; which leads us to the

conclusion that in reality we don't find an innovation but rather configurations

of the same innovation. In his publications on some reforms in Great Britain,

and after an analysis of_the gm between rhetoric and reality of reforMs and

innovations, Whiteside concludes : "... if the devide between rhetoric and reality,:

-is to bridged, if change it not to be blunted on the school and classroom door,
a

deVelopments in our description and underdtanding of what goes on in schools

must be-made" -(Whiteside, 1978. p. 43).

In other words the richest terrain for investigation is.the one where one finds

the most action, that is the local school and the local-classroom. In order to

get a real understanding of the'piocess of innovation, we have to focus-our

attehtion at the points of initiation and.implementation (or in some cases

application) of the innovation. Here, again, we repeat the idea. that in recent

publications the implementation atagets considered_as the central, one.

We assume that students of the history of edutation are interested both in the

study of reforms and the study of innovations. E.g. the analysis of the relation-

ship between the development of technical and professional, school's and the in-

dustrial revolutions is very interesting for a historian. Furthermore we assume

that most of the studies in the field of .the history of education-are concentrated
44.



on:the 'relationship between tfig development of schools and extra-school

organisations and the socio-ecOnomic development. We can also imagine that

"hiiioriana investigate innovations as defined in this paper. An analysis

of manuals used during two or three decades cau lead to an understanding of
--the'implementatiOn of new ideas on mathematics or natural sciences. Using the.
right sources one can reconstruct the spread of an innovation. In.. my opinion.

this is a real challenge for the history of education : how to analyze historical

material in Order to get_anunderitandinglthe
implementation - which is different

from the. adoption and the dissemination of an'innovation, How-can we develova:
reference scheme that can-be used for an analysis of written material ? What are

the basic dimensions of that reference scheme ?

This problem for the history of education has been pointed out by Clifford as

follows.: "this tendency of educational history to omit school culture .is

particularly misleading when the telling deals with the more 'progressive'

parts of the story i.e. with change. Hence the chronicler specifies -,the

charges against the formely tyrannical schools, illustrate the pedagogical view

of the old fashioned teacher, points aW:outline of the 'had old schooldays'.

The detailing of reformed practices, however, is sketchy and change -is reducihle

mostly to statements of ideals (Cliffordr.l973; pr 4).

t--"

3..Stages of the change-process

A first step in the Construction of a reference scheme concerns an analysis of '
the change- progress.In most publications, a general model in which the three stages'

initiation-implementation-incorporation are described, is accepted.

According to Giacquinta the three stages can be defined as follows. Initiation .

is the process that, when succesful, leads to the introduction of (organizational)

innovations. Implementation is he process that, ,when successful, results in the
alteration of organizational members behavior and attitudes-so that.they conform. .

?
"to the expectations of the innovation. Incorporation is the process leading to

the stabilization or foutinization of the new behavior so that the innovation

becomes a_regular-part -orgischool's organization (Giacquinta, 1973, p.

Besides these definitions, it's 'important to pay attention to the. relationship.
_

between the three stages as conceived by Giacquinta. "Implementation of change,
of course, cannot take place,In-the_abscence of initiation. Moreover, incorporation-

-- /cannot occur unless successful initiation and implemeniation occurs first; but'
the reverse does not appear to be true. Successful iniOlition does not necessarily
lead to successful implementation, and successful initiation and implementation

does not necessarily lead to.success °ull incorporation" p. 197 -198).
Ka

Y



Students in the hiitorY of education can collect data about, the diffnaion:of-
.

in innovation:And about the adoption of an innovation by analysing official

dacutents,,iournals' and:manuals...Mese data are critical for the process:of.
thYee-Stages

initiations, but they are only important for the first 'part of the wholejprocesa-..

Once.adoOted and initiated, impleme,tion of innovations remains. problematic

and, therefore; must Be distinguished as a second- stage in the process. In
.a

several research reports aboutldecade ago,the number of schools or teachers,

who declared they used the innOation-was used as a criterium for the Success_ .

of an innoVation. I can imagine that in an historical study'a researcher. counts

the schools that, according,to official, documents, have declared that they_haVe.

adopted an innovation. It's quite cleats. that that kind-af_criterium cannot

be used if we would like to make a,statement_about the (degree of),impl9Mentation:

The problem with ttis kind'ofreitaiebis-that it is based cn the faulty aSsumv._ -

tion that iepotteduseof an innovation is the same-as.actuai use.

After this short description of the change-process, we would like to analyse

the sedond'stage, called implementation.
At

4 Prima focus on the i II lementation of an innovation.

We first of'all will try to grasp the meaning of implementation and explore the

question why it is important to.study implementation. Secondly we,will pay

attention to the determinants of the implementation process.

4.1. Menning.and importance'of implementation.

In a review on Instruction and curriculum implementation Fullan & Pomfret-
define implementation as the actual bse of an innovation or what an innovation

.;

consists of in practice-(nilan & Pomfret, 1977, p. 336). In a more recent

publication Fullati conceives implementation as "the putting into practice of an

idea, program or set of activities which is new to the individual or organiztion

using it" (Fullan, 1980, p. 2).

Reading these two definitions, one could get the impression that implementation

is a fairly simple notion; this is a faulty assumption:,Implementation as a

process is a very complex one. In order to clarify that process the following

distinctionsshould be made.
,

First ot lilt implementation is not the decision to use a new program; the

latter is usely_referred to as adoption (M. Fullan, 1980, p. 2). E.g. : on

september 1, 1980, about 150 elementary schools in Belgium will join the movement-

t6Waidia "Renewed Primary School"; the schoolleader ind the teachers have made,



up a-decision and these schools have been accepted by a kind of selection board.

The decision doesn't guarantee an implementation_of the basic dimensions of the

"Renewed'Primary School":

Secondly, it's interesting to analyse two eaolty assumptions on the implementation:1

process.'The phenomenon.of implementation and the related problems can be 0

understood irrespective of-the perton who decides, One could make the assumption

-that all tkplementation problems will diFiappear if the schoolleader and the

teacher are accepted as the main_decision-makers. In other words, if .the innovations

is.volUntartly sought,.thereWill be'no problems, implementation problems ch:,

only arise in-the cases of externally 'imposed innovation. The consequences for

impieientation,and the quality of the implementation can be different in these
either,.two"- cases, but in 1 case teaclaeri-andschoelleaderawill be confronted. with

problems which are-characteristic for the implementation stage. One-could make-

a second assumption : we Can avoid" implementation problems if the innovation is

-developed in advande Uor.instanOe by a R & D Center) and then disseminated to

several schools. But looking at the nature. of educational innovations,Leithwobd

& Montgomery make the Observation,that, no-matter how conciete and explicit the

policy-maker or curriculum developer attempts to be, every curriculum innovation

--is, in some sense incomplete frOm the-point:6f view of those who are-to put it

into practices In-most guidelines prbduced by a Policyhoard there is a lack Of-.

attention to explicit teacher behavior, and besides that it frequently occurs

that the developer's purposes for introducing the innovation divereiom the

intention Of the user. That means that a teacher, once he has made, -the decision

to:adopt an innovation, is confronted with additionaldemands fo'r further

development of the innovation adapted to his working situation (Leithwood &

Montgommeri, s.d. p. 5-6).

Thirdly, any change attempt is directed towards the real:zation of an innovation

or towards the "putting into practice". In that sense, an analysis of the -

implementation is concerned with changes in some componenteof the user` system.

, Hence the fundamental question : "What componeuta.shoUld a researcher include

in constructing a "Snapshot" of the user system at a specific point in time ?"

(Pullen, 1977, p. 361). In other words, the description of the implementation of

innovation requires a'multidimensional approach. Fullan suggest%that the imple-'

mentation consists of change in objectives, sub'ect matter and/or materials,

philosophical condeption of education and role change (Fullan,, 1980, p. 3; see
-- -Fullan, i.Fomfreti 1977; p. 361-362). During.1979-'80 we have madea first :

analysis of the implementation of .an individualized- ,reading curricolumin,stsde__,,

'-o*OUtOS-in-itle-44-0**ci
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'procedure' suggeitted by Hall & tou4ks (1978). We haVe observed that most'of, the
teacher's 1160 g lot of materials (manual's? self-made tasks for the pupils, etc...)

in order to OaterialiZe the idea of ihdividnaliSaiion. Most of the teachers are

very sensitive to the problems of individual differences between the pupils

and do accep' that "individualization" is a very important objective of the

"Renewed Priiari School", Nevertheless,they have problems with some aspects

of the general philosophy of individualization. For.instance,it is quite-clear .

v..that they don't accept' the fact of adapted norms for evalUiting the progress

of their pupils. Individualizatioq...0..thei doesn't taken evaluating pupils by ustni

different norms. And, we:cocild also observe the fact, that they have some

difficulties'with the fact that another way of grouping pupils (individualization:

versus self.4Contdified classrooma)"does also implies another way of grOuping.

teacheis. In some cases they don't accept the' introductionin their class of a

so-called "remedial teacher" who is responsible forlitheir134ils - during a

liOited'time of a icheaday - with some readingdifficulties.(see changes in

role or role conception). We found the same observation in a publication of
4

Fullan, where he states " ... a examination of the curriculum change efforts

of:the last ten years will show th1t a.great deal of emphasis has'been placed

on materials production acid definition ofobjectives_with*little concern for

the new conceptions of education and new teaching strategies whi9h might be

requirea. Stated another way, attempts at plann0 educational change have been 1

preoccupied with the'more tangible, easier to develop aspects -of implementation-

to the negliti of the more difficult.social allaersonal impltcations for change.-
.. -

Whether or not change is put into practisentially depends on Whether people

change their conceptions, and behavior (Fullan, 1980, p: 3).
.

p p.
Uptilrnow, we have emphasized the meaning of implementation. Starting from this

inforilation, it becomes clear why it is important to study .implementation

direc6.1y. 'By doing it that way we get a bitter understanding of t'he differences

between the planned use and the actual userotan innovation. Fora long time

the implementation stage has been a kind of. %lack box" between/6e new idea,'

:flie'bew curriculum; the hew materials and the (intended) better learning outcomes

.achievey...the pupils. A study of the implementation stage meansAhe opeing'of,g

the black box in order to get a picture of what is going on in the daily practice:.

of a sehoOl.In addition to this,-1:t's only after the analysis of the actual.
-..

d use of an innovation that we can interpret the learning'outeomes'in relation-with_
1

o,
.

the innovation r with some aspecti of the innovation. In absence of reliable
itir .

measuremenis (or observiiions) of the implementation (or degree of implementation).
, .

of an innovation (or some selActed dimensions)me run the.risk of evaluatinga

nonevents (Chatters & Jones, 1$73).
11 .

.
, -



i
4.2. Determinants. of` implementation

-The process of implementation-is a `eery, complex one. The factors or.determinsnts-
- .

-that could influence that process are potentially- enormous in number.and of

different nature. Ten years of detailed research on implementation has resulted

in-iiumber of supported finding aboutthe main determinants ofplanned change

p. 22) . -

We have Ordered the determinants into five bad categories; within

we will give some illustrations. We don't intend to give a full and

overview of all determinants which have been identified (for a more
4

review of determinants, see : Giacquinta, 1973;.Kritek,. 1976; Fullan & lomfret,.

each categortH

elaborete

systematic

1977; M. Fullan, 19791 M. Fullan, 1980).

O

4:2.1. Characteristics of innovation

Other aspects equal, proposed innovations having certain characreristics,

may be\more easily implemented and instituted.than ethers.

Adcording to Miles an innovation's cost may be importafir, since without good

measuresf output and the presenc4f vague possible rewards, educational

organisations tea to stress costs and their reduction as the basii for

justifying adbption of an. innovation (Miles, 1964, p. 635);

Innovation's associated with 'material's are more likely.ro.be adopted by
kl.

schools, since they can be altered to\fir the demands of teaching situations

and
. ,

easily reproduced and distribute4:4e , 1964, p. 636). '

,'

In our opinion, this is,p,oversimAlicifidation, since we know, that a lot of
AI

,
.1

rechnicalomedialas for instance:programmed,instructionohas been adopted but,

not implemented. The imeompatibiliiy'llween the Umderlying principles of the
1 .

developed materials and the usual sole definition by,the teachers leads easily .
-)f.'. '"

to non-implementation. ReSeareh on teacherst attitudes towards programmed in-
.

struction.and other media has Oroliided suppOrting evidence:for the hypothesis
. ,

that the introduction of automatedolevIces into the classroom thv:eatens the.

teacher.
i . i

t Tobias (1963) investigated teachers' Attitude towards- three groups of
,

4terms. Otis set of terms described tradition# teaching aids, such. as flashcards /'
E -"/
.

workbooks and exercise books. The two other. sets\of-terus both described materials
.- .

connected with pioirammed instruction; one group of terms described these/materials

. with labels stressing autonationand. mechanization (autoMated instruction, .

'mechanized tutor and teaching machine), and the other.set of terms/omitted the

implication of automation (programmed instruction, programmed text and tutor
.

text).
.

The results indicated that the least favorable attitudes were expressed concerning.

-the.eerMS.COanoting'iOtomition 1011o0e4-by rhe-prograMoitIgterMaijOith,rhe
_ -
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.

- 1r ' .. '

.traditional terMsteeeiving 0a most favourable response. Significant differences

WetelfOund betWeed,teiMS,.in essence synonyms,, but only differing in the

,degree ; 'they connoted : aiijei;iiiitioii, In another Study by Tobias, (1966), three- terms - I

drawn from the field of audiovisual education were added to the terms used in
. ,

the ,prior :inyeitigatiOn.' Three sets of tetqC:the audiovisual, automated, and-

OtbittaMMIng group, siCk.COntaiii011 Onectetausing the word 'tutor' as a suffit or

prefix, i.e. TV-tutor, mechanized-tutor, tutor-tett. It was regsoned that since! :

these .-terms most explicitly connoted replacement of f..he- teacher's function,

teaChera, ought to have the negative reaction to them if fear. of automation:

Was .a vatiabie in their attitudes. This prediction, was clearly confirmed by the

findings (see also Tobias, 1968, 1969,.-And-SverSOn. ktohiaa, 104) This example

clearly indicates the importance of attributes, of an innovation, but it is also

an illustration of the general .rule-Ehat;.t4e .attributes of an innovation are

ilportant-,4* far as they are peteel. ed by the teachers as possitive or negative.

:
. ,

*diet charactetiatiC, of an innovation, which is in our opinion very important,:

concerns theAegree ;of tOlS,Change (or the role changes)required by an innovation:,
.

An analysis of- innovation* identifies more: role change* than is _usually explicit,--:

orYtanagiable y. In an analysis of the introduction of

remedial -teachers in the elementary schools in Belgium, we have observed that

iirmost cases the requirements of cooperation in the diagnostic, remedial and

evaluation stage are very difficult to implement. The assumption that the adoptiO:i

of _a "remedial teacher" as an (innovative) opportunity- for the school, will lead':

to cooperative behavior between the teachers, is an underestimation of the comOiest

process Of role change Vandenberghe, 198ö; Carbonnex, 1980). This factor

-the-,-,degkee: Of folgc-hangeE- highlights the importance and the need to spend time

on sorting out the role changes implicit to an innovatibn during the initiation_ f#4;:
. _ .

the implementation stage.

f

At least, we like to- stiess the importance of an attribute of an innovation

Which has been labeled complexity : change efforts -which are more comprehensive,
,

substantial and complex ere more difficult to- implement. (Fullan & Pomfret , ,1047;

A-p...370). An innovation which implies changes in materials, in grouping of

pupils, in relationally_ With. ,students and in relationship with collegues are far

. _

more difficurt to implement than innovations which are ,less complex.

:

ChEitacteriatics. of the school

Studies and',0apers,on- this tópicdeat with the ,extent

qUalities and 'qualities especiai,ly ,related: to schools

implementation. Here too, we will limit the

to which both general

as complex organizations

deictiptiOnS-to4660
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Sieber-provides succihet analysis of special features of schools and

,their implications for change (Sieber, 1968). For instances vulnerability .

refers to the ihfluence of environment on the organization, irrespective

of its goals and resources. Sieber notes that the vulnerability of schools

May lead to divergeni effects, deending on the nature of their environment.

Innovations supported by the community will most probably be accepted,

although they may be non-disruptive or "w tered-down" versions.

Those opposed by the communitylnay be res ted. Moreover, schools, in

self-defense because they are vulnerable d have a lack of consensus on

goals and procedures, often require excessive internal conformity.

Thus, departures from standard procedures may be.ditiOuraged, thereby

seriously reducing the probability of educational experimentation.

ACcording to FUllan the history of innovative attempts in the past twill
. -

influence the willingness to start with another innovation (Fullan,, 1979, p. .

The more the principal and the teachers have had negative experiences witti

previous implementation attempts, the more cynical and skeptical they will
,t

be with the next one that comes along, regardless oaqquality of the new program,

A lack of understanding of teachers past experiences with innovations is

typical for a centralized innovation policy. For instance in Belgium; during

a period of ten years, at least four different systems of student evaluation

in the secondary schools; have been proposed. In these context the "wait and

see"-reaction is a typical one.

The way'rhe principal acts as a schoolleader is an obvious determinant

factor.- At -the level of the actual .use: of an innovation, he may provide

support for in-service training and materials. Principals preoccupied with

administration and/cr unable to managepthe implementation process within the

school, do not have positive impact on implementation (Fullan, 1980, p. 24).

This is one of the main conclusions of the Rand-studies. Berman and McLaughlin

have observed that the importance of the principal can hardly be overstated

to both the short- and long-run outcomes of innovative projects (Berman &

Laughlin, 1978, p. 30-31). The more supportive the principal was perceived

to be, the higher was the percentage of project goals achieved, the greater

the improvement in student perfOrmance, and the more extensive the continuation;

of project methods and materials.

The research is also consistent in finding that the quality of work relationship,

among teaehers and othet components -of the organizational climate'at' cential:

iiiit.emeltktion tucces-1Fulla00980,, 29).., . According to the Rancl=researcheii

,'tiacheit-who-Wotk:Wili-together 4CdritidaLleaii thitdould overcome
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110ths task-and'eM0iional needi,- "For exatiplebY,:vopenly, sharing their

.implementation ,problems and.individual sOlutiOnsi teachers,learned from

each other and could, support_each Other. Of course, goodproject-trelationshiPs

did tot develop in avactuMv,they oceured in schools that already had high

morale (i.e. in schools that teacheralelt were good places to work in and:

had good esprit de 'Corps) and in -proiects in_whidb teachers participated

in deCiiioni about adaptationi..Thesense of ownership that evolved in these,

cases is a Wails reason why working relationships were strongly correlated,.

with teachers' continued'use',Of the project". .(Berun& McLaughlin, 1918, p. 30), .
ti

442.3". Influence ofikerdonal characteristics of the teachers

/ /
In his review, Giacquinta pays attention to three central personal, attributes

related to change : understanding.of innovatiOns;. ability to'exhibit the

attitudes, values, and behavior' required; and willingness to make the-necessary

-efforti (Giacquinta, 1973, 0. 189),

In the Rand-studies.three teacher attributes-- years of teaching, sense-of

efficacy and verbal ability - have been found to have a significant effect

on project o:Ittomes/(Berman & McLaughlin, 1978, p4 32). The numbers of years

'teaching had negative effects : the longer a teacher had taught,, the

likely was the.project to,achieve its goals or tprimprove student perfo'rmance,
,

Teadhers with many years on the job' were less likely to'change their own

practices or'to continue using project methods after the end of federal funding:;

The teache's sense of effiEacy - a belief that the teacher Can help even the

most difficult or thmofrivated students - showed strong positive effects on al

the outcomes. Teachers' attitude about their own Professional competence, may

be iiimajordeternifitini-of what 'happens to innovation in classrooms. In contrasic

theAeachers' verbal abilitrhad no relationship to the.project implementation,

tcome or continuation, with the exception of its positive correlation with

improved student achievement.

Besides studies in which some personal attributes in relationship with change

.hive been described, there are other studies inwhich the problem of-the

influence of teachers' characteristics has been explored in another way.

In their so-called ecoldgical analysis, Ponder & Doyle focts in particular

at the decision7making processes which appear to underlie teacher reaction to,

change proposals (Ponder & Doyle, 1977). They claim that the "practicalit;

ethic " ,is a key factor for understanding reactions of teachers. These practi-

Cality ethic has"bgen summarized by Ponder & Doyleas follows : "In the normal,

of ach001*eyints teacherst.receiVe-A,variety:of,meaSages

zperfcrr listens carefutfir A i%
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teachers talk aboht these messages, it soon becomes clear that the concept

"practies1" is used frequently and consistently to label statements about

classroom practices. In the context of the present analysis, this labeling

represents'an evaluative process which is a central ingredient in theipatial

decision teachers make regarding the-implenentation_of_m_proposed change in
. ,

classroom procedures. Messages which are seen as practical will be incorporated,

at least tentatively, into teacher plan. The study of the practicality athic,,:,

then, is the study of the perceived attributes of messages and the way. in

which these perceptions determine the extent to which teachers will. attempt

to modify classroom praCtices"(fadEt-&-Dcylei-1-977-,_pa). Taking in consi-

.sieratiori this conceptualization of 'practicality' one of the main queitions
.

is what attributes of a change proposal tend to elicit the perception of nracti-,

cality-from teachers ? In an initial attempt Ponder and .Doyle have posed that .

teachers appear to use three general criteria :instrumentality, congruence ,.

and cost. Instrumentality means that a.change proposal must describe an

innovation procedure in terms that picture classroom contingences.

In other words : how specific and clear a proposal communicates the procedural

content ? How well are the.principles, objectives andnutcomes traslated:

into appropriate procedures bthe curriculuM-T The congruence dimension of they

ethic of practically appears -to be comprised of a cluster of at leait three

elements, all focusing on the perceived "match" between the change proposal

and-prevailing conditions and all containing.a highly, ,personal emphasis.

These three elements can be translated into the following three.quegtions.

First, how well does- the innovation fit in with the way the teacher normally

conducts class ? Secondly, 11.64 Closely does it matches the nature of the setting=

under which the innovation was tried preitiously, with the teacher's own school

situation ? And how credible are the experiential icredentials of the person
. .

making the recommendations ? Thirdly, how,compatible is the innovation with

the teacher's self-image and preferred way of relating to pupils ? Cost is
o

conceptualized as*a ratio between the amount of investment required to implement. 4

an innovation and the return that may be reilited. Ilere.coo, we can translate

the cost imenalon into questions such as : how much of a reward will the,

teacher using whether it be in terms of money or.

-recognition and student erthuqiiam-Orpoteitial-learning-LHOw easily can

--the innovation be broken-4 into smaller unit's for short -term. trials (see

complexity under 4.2.1.) ;?;How much time and effort are required to implement

the curriculum?



This analysis of-the teacher/8 decision process is interesting because it's

a dombinatiOn of two categories of determinants, since it'd an analysis of
f +, ,

the influence of attributes of an innovation, as far as those attributes

are perceived and evaluated by teachers. In other words : the evaluation of

the-value-of-an-innovation-is-influenced-by-the-attitude-of.the-teacher,-his-___,,,

general.value-orientation, his conception of the role of a (good) teacher=

etc..(see also Doyle & Fonder, 1977; Vandenberghe, 1978). (For an analogous

approach, see : Lieberiman't. Miller, 1978).

We alao found a very promising approach on personal attributes in the-so-called,

Concerns-BasedAdoption=Model (CRAM) which is based upon extensive experience

and, esearch in implementing educational innovations in-Achool and college

settings (Hall, 1978CHallvGeorge & Rutherford, 1977). Several assumptions

about the implementatiOn processTire-underlying-the-model.

assumptions we clearly find indications for the fact that the indiiiidual

teacher, in relation to the change process, has to be the primary focus of

analysis and intervention.,From the CBAM perspective the emphasis is placed

on working with the individual teachers in terms of their roles and their

functioning with the innovation. Furthermore, change is a highly personal
010

experience. Inother words : since change.is brought about by individuals.

their personal feelingi.and perceptions, satisfactions; frustrations, concerns

and motivations all play a part in determining success or failure of a change

initiative. But that individual change process is not an undifferentiated con=
. ,

tinuum. There are identifiable stages that individuals move through in their

perceptions and feelings about the innovation.

The researchers of the R & D Center for Teacher Education have identified

seven stages of concerns (awareness, informational,perional, management,

consequence, collaboration, refocusing). During the implementation of an

innovation it appears that the stage 'awareness' 'informational' and 'personal'

will initially be most intense. In other words, at the beginning of an

Innovation project the teacher is concerned with general information about

the innovation and feels urceitain about the demands of the innovation, his

or her inadequacy to meet/those demands and his or her role with the innovation

time and after a further development a the innovation in the school,'

management concerns - issues related to efficiency, Organizingmanagi4i-

scheduling and time demands consequence concerns - relevance of the innova-

tion for the students. , including student outcomes - and collaboration concerns

coordination and cooperation with other teachers - become most intense. At least

we-Seg.-that the, possibility of major changes of the innovation or. replaceMent

jwitha,mOre PoWeifuiniternatiireare eXpltarerefocUsine.
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InfOrmatian about theodicerns of teachers engaged in a pro)ect, provide

ACI*0AvfOrdeciSions for -the development of strategies and activities

. to 1Wobangeiagents. Thequility of the concerns

of teachers, as sn individual CharaCteristic, is a key factor. in the'process

of impieMentation:

4.2.4. Characteristics(of the' strategies

,

The way in which innovations are introduced affects the speed and degree of

their installation yin schools.. Here too, we would like to illustrate the

broad field of strategies by giving some illustrations.

, x.

According to Pullan the usual *ay of introducing the curriculum has been to-

provide what is called.a :01r-implementation:workshop, where teachers are

o.'=-1/4--

giveri_a_general_intioduction_and_ifi_the_best_dase_seme_training_of_skilks________,

(Fullan,1-979, p. 10). But, more important is'to work out a follow-up

inservice and periodiC workshops with teachers'as they experience the imple-

mentation probleMs. In other words, continuous, sustained in-service education

programs are necessary to support real implementation.

In the Rand-studies, we founctakinteresting,synthesis of the elements of a
. -.-

strategy which seems to be very effeCtive. An effective strategy promotes

mutual adaptation, the process by which the project is adapted to the reality

of itiinatitutional setting;, teachers and school officials adapt their

practiCei in re- sponse to Ile-Project. The Rand researchers have elaborated

the following elements of an overall implementation strategy, that, when well

executed, have a major effect on project outcomes and continuation (Berman' 8
,

McLaughlin, 1978,-p. 79).

- Concrete, teacher-specific,-and on-going training is necessary. In the

projects analysed by the Rand researchers, teachers/required concrete,

4fiandt on" trainifigle tranalating-ofien very general. and fuzzy project

guidelines Into classroom practice, and adapting project concepts to the

reality: oftheir particular situation (see the ethic of practicality). A

.;
- local resource personnelTromoteiimutUal adaptation by offering relevant,

practical advice on an "on- call" basis; Projects, proAding effective

blassrmsi lssiitaoce were more likely to be continued by teachers.

- Visits to.projectsin other school's or districts appear to aid implementation

Peers were generally found the most effective counselors when it came to

,a&ising 'implementors- to- be'-about problems they could expect,_ suggesting

reiediesv-and enCburagini,new-project staff that "they can do it.tooU.

Aftk-



- Regular meetings of the project staff that focused on practical problems,

often provided -a forum for-the feedback necessary for adaptation, an

opportunity to share successes, problems and suggestions, and a vehicle

for building up the staff morale and cohesiveness, important to effective

implementation. The Rand researchers also observed that teacher participation.'

in decisiOns concerning project operations and modifications was strongly ,

correlated' with effective implqmentation and continuation.

- .
\\

- Furthermore, they observed that the process of local material development .

promoted the clarity and commitment necessary to effective implementation

and long-term continuation.

At last; the active participation in the on-going training of the principal

was very important. It signalled the staff that their efforts were supported,

and valued.

These elements of an effective implementation strategy can be used as

criteria for the evaluation of strategies that have been used in the past

and for projects.that are in the stage of imOlementation(for more information,

about strategies, see Emrick & Peterson, 1978; Riael, Schmuck, Arends & -

'Francisco,-1978):

4.2.5. Macro- sociopolitical factors

The political' content and the nature of poliCy-making can seriously affect

the implementation-pf an innovation and also affect the operation of the

ot:er categories of determinants.

Sinco 1972-'73, the first yea . the project Renewed Primary School, four

different Ministers of Educatiqn have been responsible for the implementation

of the principles and the general objectives. As a result of a lack of a

long-term policy, each new Miniieer tried to emphazise some specific aspects

for the future of the Primary School:Several times during this seven years

period we have observed a degree of frustration among the change agents,

concerned with the implementation of the innovation; among teachers and

principals we also observed a lot of concern regarding thefueureof.the Renewed:

Primary school, and in many cases these questions and. the difficulties,

created by the lack of a long-term policy, have been used as anexcuse for

non-implementation.

In most countries government agencies were preoccupied with policy and

program adoption, consequently they have been Jess effective at facilitating

ibpleMentatien. In other words once laplitidal decision is taken,-efforts.
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are mobilized to Obtain as many, adoptions as planned for, in as short a

time as possible (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977, p. 387). Out of an adoption

perspective, the introduction. of an additional remedial teacher in

the Belgian Primary School can be conceived as.a real succes. Nevertheless,

as a result of the emphisis on obtaining an Adoption and a-aiiiemination of

these "remedial .class" few resources were used and few opportunities have

been created for a planning of the implementation. That means that in

several cases some of the most important aspects of these remedial classes

have been wrongly implemented or non-implemented (Van der Perre, 1979; see

also ,Carbonnez, 1980). In other words :focusing on adoption of an innovation

includes the danger of a "verbal" or purely "administrative" adoption without

real changes in the classrooms and in the school.

In addition to tha lack of a long-term policy and an adoption perspective toward

innovation, there also may be problems with the role of evaluation. As Fullan
.

and Pomfret point out, the political context may inhibit the process of

identifying the problems of implementation. "Although there is little

direct evidence in the literature, it is unlikely that teachers and other .

users will Ieel free to discuss problems_ of implementation if sponsors and/

or, their own immediate superiors are strong advocates of the innovation,

if the emphasis is on rapid payoff and measurement outcomes, and if there

are minimal support systems to aid implementation. Put another way, it is

politically naive to expect open discussions of problems of implementation

in most large spale programs (Fullan & Pomfret, 1977, p. 389).

We had the intention to give a brief overview of the determinants of the

implementation process. We have ordered these determinants in broader

categories. It's quiet clear that there is some overlap between them.

But, we are sure that one can observe the interactions. We now .like to end

with an important, question : what kind of resources does an historian need

and how does he to analyse these resources iti,order to get an insight in the

nature of the determinants.,,? It's obvious that this is a very-difficult

perhaps an international confrontation of historians with an interest

in the process of educational change and_innavatiiild solve thi

a

other questions.

20-
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